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Abstract: 

The paper explores the search for the ancestor in Morrison's two 
no,·els: Beloved and Song of Solomon through the analysis of familial 
tics between Sethe and her daughter Beloved in Beloved and between 
Macon, Milkman and Pilate in Song of Solomon. \Vhile the paper 
argues that Morrison uses 'magic realism' to speak on behalf of the 
victimized Afro-American community, it also investigates various 
issues related to racial discrimination, the search for identity, cultural 
displacement and causes of violence and tension in the black 
community. Moreover, the paper looks at the indispensable role of 
memory in connecting the individual to his culture and heritage and it 
investigates the serious repercussions of slavery on the Afro-American 
community. The paper shows how Morrison has been able through her 
use of appropriate language carefully chosen for the slave narrative to 
speak for a much wider experience than the merely personal one. Not 
only does the encounter between Sethe and Beloved bring to life their 
buried past but also it evokes the entire history of slavery that binds 
the Afro-American community by one collective experience. The 
paper also looks at Morrison's novels as political texts written in 
response to the atrocities of slavery and in opposition to the dominant 
cultural hegemonies in a country ruled by white people. While 
Morrison pays attention to the violence and tension that characterize 
the lifestyle of the Afro-American community, she shows that this 
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violence comes as a counter-reaction to the oppression of the white 
people and their victimization of their black counterparts. However, 
she does not condone violence nor does she see it as the solution to 
racial problems. What she suggests instead is the search for the 
ancestor and the return to 'homeplace' to discover one's identity, get 
moral guidance and regain a sense of belonging and connection to a 
tradition that one should be proud of particularly that which equips the 
black community with the right weapon to confront its cultural 
displacement and possibly put an end to the violence and tension that 
pervade their lives. The paper therefore concludes that the search for 
the ancestor is bound to assist the Afro-American community in its 
struggle for justice and equality in the United States rather than its 
reliance on violence to achieve the same objective. 
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The Search for the Ancestor in Toni Morrison's 
Beloved a11d Song of Solomon 

This paper explores the search for an ancestral figure in two of 
Morrison's novels that depict the lives of Afro-Americans in the 
United States and shed light on their ongoing struggle for equality and 
justice, namely Beloved (1987) and Song of Solomon (1977) through 
the analysis of familial ties between Scthe and Beloved in Beloved 
and Macon-Pilate-Milkman in Song of Solomon. The paper argues 
that Morrison uses 'magic realism' to represent a marginalized group 
of society that has been beaten down and oppressed by racism and 
also explores the most polarizing issues affiliated with race and ethnic 
differences. This discussion cannot be divorced from Morrison's 
treatment of major themes in her novels such as cultural displacement, 
poverty. isolation, frustration and the search for racial identity in a 
world characterized by violence and tension. Moreover, the paper 
explores Morrison's search for the kind of narrative that expresses the 
inner world and secret thoughts of the slave characters and allows her 
to relate painful past memories that she gains access to through her 
memory to produce Beloved in particular. The role of memory in 
linking the individual to his/her past and in eliciting emotions that 
provide a sense of connection with culture and heritage is also 
discussed. 

\Vhile Morrison investigates the serious repercussions of slavery 
on the Afro-American community in both novels, she finds the 
appropriate language that speaks for a much wider experience than the 
merely personal one in Beloved. This implies that Beloved does not 
merely evoke the ancestral generations lost in the Diaspora nor does 
she represent Sethe's buried past but also the entire history of slavery 
that binds the whole Afro-American community together. Not only 
does the paper probe into the impact of slavery on the Afro-American 
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community as envisaged in Morrison's two novels, but also it looks at 
the ways the dominant Euro-American culture attempts to distort the 
images rooted in Afro-American folk culture. Tite paper therefore 
looks at the selected nO\ ciS as political texts written in response to the 
atrocities of slavery and also in opposition to the dominant cultural 
and political hegemonies in the United States, \\ hich insist on 'iewing 
the world as perceived by the white man. Howe\er, Morrison directs 
her critique at the 'selective tradition' that has been racist and 
exclusionary. While she demands that the dominant political 
hegemonies be more inclusive, she attaches great importance to the 
Afro-American past and suggests through Pilate's lifestyle and 
Milkman's search for the ancestral past the way the individual is 
reconciled with his/her roots in order to discover the meaning of 
connection and love among his/her own people. The paper concludes 
that Morri on proposes the return to 'homeplace' to provide the 
individual with a strong sense of connection to ancestors and give 
him/her the sense of belonging and assurance in life as one possible 
response to the violence of the white oppressors instead of retaliating 
in the same manner and triggering off more violence and creating 
more tension between whites and blacks. 

Perhaps it is appropriate at this junction to mention that Morrison is 
part of a literary tradition of women writers that underscores black 
female identity through a revival of stories about sJa,ery. This canon 
includes writers such as Gloria Naylor, Paule Marshall, Octavia 
Butter, to mention only some, v.ho ha\e engaged in the practice of're
vision'. Moreover, it is relevant to our discussion to place Morrison 
within the tradition of 'magic realism' as it is cqua11y significant to 
throw light on her own motives behind writing the kind of literature 
that she does as explained in her article "Memory, Creation, and 
Writing" where she says: 

In the Thtrd World cosmolog; as I pcrceiw! it, reafll) tr not 
already constllutt d b) an) literal) predecessors m H estern 
culture. If my work IS to confront a rea/tty wrltke thai recen"Cd 
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reality of the West, It must centralize and ammate information 
dtscredued b} the West - dtscreducd not because it IS not troe or 
useful or even of some acta/ value, but because it is mformation 
held by the discredited people, mformauon dtsmts~ed as "/ore"or 
"gossip" or "magic" or senltmentH (MorriSon Thought 388) 

Hoy,ever. Morrison docs not dismiss such information because 
Craig Werner asserts "what Euro-American culture dismisses as 
superstition reflects a sense of myth necessary to the mental health of 
Morrison's characters" (Werner 89). In other words, Morrison creates 
a world in her novels where magic becomes a necessity and a reality. 
Moreover, magic allows Morrison's characters to maintain control in 
thejr lives and connect them with their roots. lbe supernatural for 
Morrison is therefore a different way of looking at the world and 
perceiving reality in a v. ay, which is oppositional to the traditional 
Euro-centric world\ iew. In fact, Morrison explains that she 
appropriates the so-called 'magic realism' in her novels because she 
v.ants to "use black folklore, the magic and superstitious part of it. 
Black people believe in magic .... It's part of our heritage. That's why 
flying is the central metaphor in Song of Solomon" (qtd. in Wilentz 
63). It expresses the strong yearning of enslaved Africans to escape 
slavery through a flight back to Africa and it also explores the quest 
for cultural identity. 

Besides her use of African folklore and superstitions in her novels, 
Morrison uses West African, Caribbean and Afro-American oral 
traditions in response to Anglo-American and Anglo-European 
traditions that privilege Ute written word over the spoken one as 
Wilcntz argues in "Civilizations Underneath: African Heritage as 
Cultural Discourse in Toni Morrison's Song of Solomon." Moreover, 
she makes use of the tcnn 'magic realism' first coined by Franz Roh in 
his essay on expressionist art since it "has become a catch-phrase 
which ob cures the many \arieties of fiction that t:a\e appeared in the 
last decades " (Franco 308). According to Durix, the term became 
fashionable in litemry criticism (in the 1960s) to designate different 
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types of fiction which actually had little in common: "magic realism", 
or "marvelous realism" a variation of the former, was applied 
indifferently to the \mtings of J. L. Borges and Garcia Marquez. To 
make matters even more confusing, the Cuban Alejo Carpentier 
introduced the term lo real maravilloso to refer to his literary 
experience of Latin America as opposed to the European tradition" 
(Durix 102). 

Craig Werner also observes that 'magic realism' is displayed in the 
"contemporary Latin American novels of Carlos Fuentes, Gabriel 
Marquez. Miguel Angel Asunas, and Guillern1o Cabrera Infante" 
(Werner 89). These Latin American \\ riters realized that knowledge 
and understanding of the world began \\ ith the individual's perception 
of it. While Ormerod argues that magical realism is "a literary 
technique that introduces unrealistic elements or incredible events, in 
a matter-of-fact \\ay, mto an apparently realistic narrative" (216), 
Zamora and Faris define it as a catalyst "for the development of new 
national and regional literatures" (2). Jean-Pierre Durix elaborates this 
idea further as he argues that through magical realism, the margins are 
allowed to redisco\er their historical and mythical past. In other 
words, in their search for their roots and rediscovery of those myths, 
writers "transcend this margmal po~ition" ( 148). Durix also shows that 
the term became common in the 1960s at a time when "mtellectuals 
and literary critics were often invohed in 1 hard-Worldism, civil rights 
and anti-imperialistic protests" against a dominant Western culture 
(116). Not only does magical realism threaten or challenge the center 
that stands for a dominant culture, but also tt treats major issues 
related to marginality. MoreO\er, writers \\ ho use 'magical realism' 
represent or speak on behalf of the marginalized and un-privileged 
group of society such as the Afro-American community in the t;nitcd 
States. According to D'haen, magical realism offers them the chance 
to speak on its behalf because it "is the means for v.Titers coming from 
the privileged centers of literature to dissociate themselves from their 
own discourses of pov. er, and to speak on behalf of the ex-centric and 
un-privileged" (195). D'hean goes on to say that Magic realism thus 
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re,eals itself as a ruse to imade and take O\er dominant discourse(s). 
It is a way of access to the main body of "Western" literature for 
authors not sharing in, or not \\nting from the perspecthe of, the 
privileged centers of this literature for reasons oflanguage. class, race, 
or gender (195). 

In the light of this ne\\ defimtion of magtcal reahsm offered by 
Durix and D'hean. Boccan sees it as "an mtemational literature that 
O\ ersteps nattonal boundanes and languages, "ath roots deep in many 
literary tradttions" (21 ). Ed\\ard A. Shannon calls Amencan magic 
realism "an aggressi\e literature [that] explores the most polarizing 
issues of our age: race, gender, ethnic and religtous difference" (3). 

Such assues are not gl\cn full attention b} the 'selective Western 
traditton' that Raymond \\ alhams defines as folio\\ s· 

[It is) that '' hich. '' nhin the term~ of an effecth e dominant culture. 
is ah\ays passed off as 'the tradttion'. 'the sagmficant past'. But always 
the selecth ity is the pomt· the \\ ay m \\ hich from a \\hole possible 
area of past and present, certain meanings and practices are chosen for 
emphasis, certain other meanings and practices are reinterpreted, 
diluted. or put in to fonns '' hich support or at least do not contradict 
other elements '' ithin the effecth e dominant culture (Williams 383). 

Ho\\e\er. Momson's no\els address the \Cry issues that the 
dominant political hegemonies seek to overlook, if not evade. 
Moreover, she exposes the afore-mentioned selecti\e tradition to be 
historically racist and exclusionary rather than being impartial and 
inclusa\e as she dehes mto the African American past in her attempt 
to locate Afro-Americans\\ ithin a larger tradition. In fact, postmodem 
narrnti\CS return to past tradttions and places of origin to find a basis 
for belief and a ha,en to e cape cultural displacement. According to 
Ed\\ard S. Case}. the practtces of modernism ha\e rendered people 
feeling "homeless" or displaced in a moral and physical sense. The 
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return to places of origin in the face of the imminent threat of 
displacement therefore offers one possibilit) for hope in a world that 
seems to be getting out of control as it fails to gl\ e assurance to un
privileged groups of society \\ ho ha' e lost the sense of belonging that 
connects them to an increasingly alien and hostile environment. Casey 
stresses the significance of returning to a place of origin because 
lacking a primal place is to be "homeless" indeed, not onl) in the 
literal sense of having no permanently sheltering structure but also as 
being without any effective means of orientation in a complex and 
confusing world (Casey xv). 

Casey goes on to attribute "homelessness" to modernity: 

B} late modern times, tlus \wrld has become mcreasmgl) 
placeless. a matter of mere nte.s rnstcad of !tung place . of 
sudden drsplacemcnts rather than of perdunng 
tmplacements(xl~. 

He therefore argues that the return to places of origin is considered 
as one way to address the excesses affiliated with modernity. 
Moreover, the formation of place sen es as an act of resistance against 
the dominant racist culture that fa, ors Diaspora to cultural stability 
and it also d1rects a blo\\ at the teleolog) that underlmes impenalism 
and deprives indigenous communities of the1r right to a homeland. 
Ho\\ever, the homeland remains as a photal center for po tcolonial 
communities because it provides a strong connection to ancestors and 
it IS also regarded as the storehouse and source of memory that links 
these communities to their roots and ethnic and cultural backgrounds. 
In fact, this strong desire of the Afro-American community in 
particular to find what Bell Hooks calls "homeplace" to which it turns 
for ethical guidance and from \'>hich it derives a sense of re-assurance 
and belonging is evident in Morrison's works \'>here retunung to 
places of origm becomes an act of defiance against the dominant 
hegemonies that attempt to reduce black people to mere objects. But 
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in opposition to strategies that demolish the "homeplace", Bell Hooks 
argues that constructing this edifice is the necessary precondition to 
building "a meaningful community of resistance" (Hooks 47). In other 
words, "making homes where all black people could strive to be 
subjects, not objects, [and) where (they) could restore to (themselves) 
the dignity denied (them)" [Hooks 24) defeat the political and cultural 
hegemonies whose interests are at stake once un-privileged 
communities search for a haven in their historical roots. However, 
locating the ancestor cannot be accomplished without the discovery of 
this essential figure among the ruins of the past in order to situate in or 
relate it to the present. Without the discovery of the ancestor, the black 
commiJnity is faced with the threat of utter loss and fragmentation. 
This notion is explicitly stated by Morrison who voices her concern 
that "if Y.e (i.e., black people) don't keep in touch with the ancestor ... 
we are, in fact, lost... When you kill the ancestor you kill yourself'. 
Morrison goes on to assert that happiness depends upon the presence 
of the ancestor in daily life because "the absence of an ancestor" is 
"frightening" and "threatening" (''Rootedness" 343-4). In fact, 
Morrison holds the vie\v that in black fiction, the figure of the 
benevolent. advising wise and protective ancestor presides over and 
heals the city, the country or the village in which she lives. Moreover, 
she maintains that protagonists who do not have access to the ancestor 
are alienated (''City Limits, Village Values" 38-39). 

In the light of Morrison's views of the ancestor, locating him/her 
saves the existing black community from extinction or destruction. 
Moreover, the ancestor figure provides access to the landscape of the 
past that has been longed for, so that it gains a dynamic ·and 
continuous presence. Morrison shows that memory plays a crucial role 
in linking the individual to his past and heritage since it is so 
intertwined with the national experience. Of major cpncem to her is 
also the way the indh idual reacts when he is confronted with painful 
past memories. In fact, Morrison illustrates that the recovery of the 
past is not without its heavy price since it can never be divorced from 
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memories of suffering and anguish. The present for her is perceived in 
tenns of its connection to places of memory where its significance is 
derived from the restoration and revival of past incidents that cannot 
be wiped out no matter how long ago they happened to occur because 
individual memory brings them to life. Thus Morrison defines 
memory or (the dehberate act of remembering) [as] a form of willed 
creation. It is not an effon to find out the "ay it appeared and \\ hy it 
appeared in that particular way (385). 

What is essential for Morrison is "the galaxy of emotion that 
accompanies" a particular situation which implies that the individual 
is incessantly involved in the act of remembering that negotiates the 
past and the present. By stressing the importance of a powerful and 
sustained emotional or sensational response that goes hand m hand 
with the reco\ery of past incidents. the indi,idual is reconnected to his 
heritage and culture. This idea is well argued by Jacob J. Climo who 
observes that the emotions elicited by such memories provide a sense 
of connection to a particular point in the past. Thus he says: 

Such memoner l!l'Oke powerful feelmgs m mdn•tdual~. wluch lmk them 
to important group ~ents the) dzd not c~penence dtrcctl) in thetr 
individual lives - but ,~Juch impact great/~ on thetr tdentities and 
connect them profound/) to thetr hentage and culwre (Citmo 17 3) 

The above remark aptly describes how the memories of past e\ents 
related to ancestors evoke powerful emotions in the individual who 
undergoes the process of remembering similar to the same sensations 
felt by someone else who has been through a personal experience. In 
other words, one does not have to experience the horrors of slavery 
personally because the mere recollection of its atrocities is enough to 
arouse disgust. This implies that through racial memory Afr"l
Americans can never forget the de,astnting repercussions of slaH:) 
on their lives and their communities. Morrison's novels, in fa t, 
delineate how painful fnmtly memories nrc often tied to national 
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experiences such as Beloved's memol) of the Middle Passage in the 
hull of a slave ship trn\eling all the· v.ay from West Africa to the 
southern coast of the Vnited States. The same is true of Sethc's 
sorrowful memories of sla\ery. Hence the experience of being taken 
a\\ay from one's nath e land and sold into slavery upon arrival in the 
United States is the defining mcmOI)' for the entire Afro-American 
community in BelO\ed, though not all Afro-Americans have 
experienced the harsh reality persona II). Though Beloved is an 
individual narrati\ e about Scthe's experience as a slave, freewoman, 
family and community member, it is also a national narrative that 
treats the effects of sla\el)' on indi\ tduals, families and communities 
at large. Reading about Sethe's sla\CI)' cannot exclude its impact on 
other characters such as Baby Suggs, Halle Suggs, Stxo, the Garners, 
Schoolteacher and his nephe\\ s. Morea\ er, it constructs a cultural, 
economic and political hegemony that rests on the binary opposition 
between the racial superionty of the whnc oppressor and the racial 
inferiority of the black slave. 

\Vhile the history of slave I)' ts intclt\\ ined with violent acts 
committed against fugitives and documented by numerous black 
writers ever since Frederick Douglass's Narrative of the Life of 
Frederick Douglass (1845), the enduring trauma of this painful 
experience that binds Afro-Americans literally and metaphorically 
haunts their collective imagination. What is therefore significant about 
BelO\ ed's stOI)' related to Dem er is that her recollections of past 
C\ ents fill her \\ ith bttterness and rage. Describing this unforgettable 
experience to Denver reveals to the latter the misery and pain that 
BelO\ed has endured during her long trek back to the present. 
BelO\ed's experience therefore represents the entire Afro-American 
experience characterized by grievous displacement and her narrative is 
a metaphor for the United States' bitter involvement in slavery and the 
dehumanizing sla\ e trade. In fact, the slaves' inability to mo\ e freely 
during the journey that transported them to America foreshadowed, if 
not symbolized, the physical repression and oppression that they were 
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destined to endure upon their nrri' al to the southern coast of the 
United States. Moreo\er, Belo\ed's fragmented soliloquy that 
describes the deplorable conditions that the slaves have been through 
is n murky race memory of the black Diaspora that can never be 
forgonen. She is greatly troubled by "a hot thing'' t11at may refer to the 
suffocation and the sense of tightness that the sla\eS endured along the 
journey across the Atlantic. The implications of her reference to heat 
are best understood when she relates to Dcm er early on in the no\ el 
in chapter 8 as Denver sits on the bed and watches Belo\ed dance nt 
first that it was "Hot. Nothing to breathe down there (i.e., in the 
Middle Passage or way station) and no room to move (because) a lot 
of people is down there. Some is dead" (75) In her soliloquy. Beloved 
repeats the same thing to show that the deplorable conditions that the 
slaves endured can never be put to obli\ ion. Hence she gives full 
description of the tragic scene that she observes an around her in the 
follov:ing manner: 

I am alwa>~ crouchmg the man on m~ faC'e ts dead hts 
face is nor mmc hts mo11th smells Sll cer bm Ius C} cs are 
locked some "ho eat nasi} rhcmsel\es I do not ear the 
men uirlwur skm brmg 11s rhetr mormng uarer to drmk \\£' 

hale none . l\C arc all try mg to leaH~ 011r bodtes behmd 
the man on m~ fal'e has done 11 • • 1210) 

Beloved makes a reference to her African cultural belief that 
ensla\ed Africans could escape slavery through their flight to their 
counti)' of origin. But Beloved's soliloquy docs not merely d\\ell on 
her painful recollections associated '' ith the journey from Africa to 
America. In its second part, attention shifts to her object of desire, 
namely her mother Sethc. Still impelled by the affectionate bond of 
motherly love, Beloved insists, "I cannot lose her again" (211 ). Thus 
she expresses her ''ish not to part from her mother's side or be forced 
to a physical separation from her. In fact, Bela\ ed's insistence on very 
close attachment to her mother is quite evident C\er since her initial 
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appearance. Her obsession with Sethe IS quite obvious m the 
following extract: 

Rainnater held on to pme needles for dear life and Beloved 
could not take her eves off &the Stoopmg to shake the damper. 
or snapping sttck.s for kmdlm, Sethe \\as licked. tasted. eaten by 
Belovcd'f eyes Ltke a famtltar, she hovered. new!r lca\lng the 
room Sethe "as m unleu requtred and told to She rose earl} m 
the dark to be there, "allmg m the kuchen "hen Sethe came 
down to make fast bread before she left for uork In lamplight, 
and over the jlamc'i of the coolang sto~e. thetr ll~o shadoK'S 
clashed and crossed on the cetlmg like black swords (57) 

The· above lines clearly show how frightening it can be when a 
stubborn ghost haunts a house so relentlessly. So forceful is Beloved's 
intrusion into Sethe's life that she quits her job. stops going out in 
public, and ne,er dares leave her behind in a desperate attempt to 
mitigate her unprecedented fury. Moreo' er, she seeks to atone for her 
atrocious act by obsesshely fulfilling e\ery whimsical desire of her 
child's ghost. Consequently, Beloved literally consumed her: .. Beloved 
ate up her life, took it, swelled it, grew taller on it. And the older 
woman yielded it up without a murmur" (250). So strong is the 
attachment between mother and daughter ever since Beloved's return 
that it paves the way for her identification with her mother in her 
soliloquy where she transfers her own feelings onto Sethe to such an 
extent that the child's spirit loses itself in lo,e. The soliloquy 
concludes by giving some details related to Sethe's arrival in the North 
and Beloved tells us how she followed her and saw her face 11which is 
mine ... she knows I want to join" (213 ). However, what prevents their 
union is Beloved's un-acceptance of Sethe's moti,es behind killing her 
own offspring. Moreover, Beloved 's rage and Scthe's guilt act as 
impediments that hinder the accomplishment of their objective. 

The disconnected structure of the soliloquy reinforces Beloved's 
fragmentation and increased sense of alienation. In her analysis of 
Beloved's soliloquy, Rebecca Ferguson suggests that Beloved brings 
the whole traumatic experience of slavery with her, she not only 
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knows more than she could otherwise ha\e knoY. n in her previous life, 
but she also contains the effects that sla\el)' has, its profound 
fragmentation of the self and of the connections the self might ha\e 
with others (Ferguson 114). 

Through Beloved, Morrison is able to weave the threads that tie the 
past with the present allowing both to exist side by side in one 
character. In fact, the past returns to Sethe in the figure of her 
murdered daughter Beloved early on in the no\el to prove that the 
present is a ghostly repetition of the past. Though Sethe does not want 
to remember how she has murdered her own child during sin\ cry, the 
ghost of her dead baby girl haunts her house v. ith such vehemence that 
she and Demer have to succumb to its persistent intrusion into their 
daily lives and e\entually they "decided to end the persecution by 
calling forth the ghost that tned them so. Perhaps a conversation, they 
thought, an exchange of vieY.s or something v.ould help. So they held 
hands and sn1d, "Come on ... "" (4). This incident clearly illustrates that 
the sadomasochistic relationship bet\\een mother and daughter begins 
with stol)'telling, the oral, rather than the written, tradition that forms 
the core of black literature and history. Moreo\ er, tlte incident exhibits 
Belo\ed's forceful determmation to thrash household members for 
eighteen years in search for a com incing and assuring ansv. er from 
Sethe justifying her abandonment While Sethe has to counter 
Beloved's accusations of neglect in subsequent chapters, she realizes 
at the beginning of the novel that a conversation '' ith the past can sa\ e 
her. Storytellmg therefore becomes the \Chicle through which her 
communication with Belo\ed may be started. For this reason, Sethe 
explains to Denver that once the ghost of her dead girl gains 
admission, she "could make clear to her'' (4) the story that led to her 
murder; and by doing so, she could appease her uncontrollable rage. 
In other words, Sethe's suppression of the past is given 'cnt through 
her act of narration that becomes the only vehicle through which she 
can come to tenns v. ith it. In fact, storytelling is a feminist narrati\ c 
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strategy that leads to a circular rather than linear narratl\ e technique. 
Through storytelling, which IS significant m feminist theory, Sethe 
finds the nght audtence who ''ill hsten to her particularly after 
suffering ahenat10n from the local people \\ ho .. ,, htpped (their) 
horse(s) into the gallop felt necessary when the) passed 124 
[Bluestone Road]" (4). Thi5. symbolic act reinforces their disgust at 
Sethe's atroc1ty and accounts for her ostracism that has denied her the 
chance to relate her story to them. But Scthc becomes the figure that 
represents Morrison's O\\ n search for the kind of narrath e that speaks 
for the inner thoughts and deep feelings of the sla\e characters 

As Mae llenderson correct I) observes: "Like Morrison, Sethe must 
learn to rcpre ent the unspeakable and unspoken in language - and 
more precise!), as narratl\ e" (Henderson 67) In other v. ords. Sethe's 
attempt at finding a \\ay of remembenn and re\eahng the past runs 
parallel to Morrison's own project of remembering and relating the 
past that she gains access to through her memory and imagination: and 
then she produces this truth about sla\ery in her fiction. Morrison 
explams her task in her essay "The Sue of Memory' "here she 
authenticate the mean b) \\ htch she gams access to the truth through 
the net of remembenng that plays its crucial role in producmg her 
no,el. Howe\er, her authenticating strategies 1mohe blurring the 
boundaries between memory and imagmation, and between fact and 
fiction; and by so doing, she validates as truth the fiction that she has 
produced in BelO\ed. What therefore sets Morrison's authenticatin~ 
document apart from other fictional sla\ e narratives written by 20 
century black \\ riters such as Alex Haley. Ralph Ellison and Ernest 
Gaines is Morrison's strong emphasis upon the necessity of fiction to 
reveal the unspoken truth and to unleash memory. This means that her 
authenticating document validates fiction as a means to tell an 
authentic and \alid stOI) that represents black histOI)' Moreover, she 
uses her O\\n recollections of past incidents as \\ell as rehes on her 
imagination to reconstruct the past ''hen she describes her task as 
follows: 
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It's a kmd of literary archeolog>: on the basrs of some 
rnformation and a lillie bit of guesswork. }OU journe.) to a site to 
see \\hat remains were left behmd and reconstruct the world that 
these remains rmply. ~HJat makes rr jict1on rs the nature of the 
rmaginative act. my relrance on the image - on the remaii!S - in 
addition to recollectwn, to Jleld up a kind oftnah ("nze Sue of 
Memory" JJ 1 • 11 2). 

Beloved is definitely a fictional slave narrative that communicates 
a 'kind of truth' about its subjects. Perhaps distinction should be made 
here between a slave narrative and a fictional sla\ e narrative. By the 
former, we mean "the written and dtctated testimonies of the 
enslavement of black human beings" (Davis & Gates xiii). HO\vever. 
what distinguishes a slave narrative from a fictional slave narrative is 
that while the fomtcr is a true htstorical narrative told by an ex-slave 
such as Frederick Douglass as an example and is autobiographical in 
nature, the latter like Beloved is based on a real story but it is also 
fictional since it has the elements of a novel. As Morrison explains, 
"what makes it fiction ts the nature of the imaginative act ... to yteld 
up a kind of truth". However, her search for truth and her desire to 
expose it requires her to adopt a certain approach elaborated in the 
following excerpt: 

So if I'm lookmg ro find and expose truth (about the slm•es) ... 
then the approach that's most productil'e and most trust\\Orthy 
for me is the recollection that mo~er from rmagl! to the text. Not 
from the text to the 1mage ("Site of Me mol}" 113). 

While images are located within the body of memory and 
imagination, writing the truth, as Morrison perceives it. involves 
producing a language based on the images located in the memory. 
Thus Morrison authenticates the means through which she gains 
access to the truth through imagination and memory to produce 
Beloved. 
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While Morrison's Beloved is based on the story of the slave 
Margaret Gamer, Morrison reconstructs through literary archeology 
Margaret Gamer I Sethe's life. In other words, the truth about 
Margaret Gamer on whose story Morrison's Beloved is based since 
Margaret has preferred killing her o·wn child to raising it for a life of 
slavery can stiiJ be communicated in Beloved in spite of the fact that 
Morrison has based much of the novel upon her own imagination. In 
fact, in interviews with Marsha Darling and Gloria Naylor, Morrison 
describes how she obtained infonnation about Margaret Gamer and in 
the Darling interview; her comments on the way she has combined 
fact and fiction are consistent with the process that she describes in . 
"The Site of Memory" (Taylor-Guthrie 249). However, the 
representation of what happened in the past passes on from Margaret 
to Morrison and from Morrison to Sethe and eventuaJly from Sethe to 
Beloved. But the transition from one to the other particularly the last 
transition from mother to daughter allows the fonner to find the most 
perfect audience who embodies her past that she must confront to 
relate the truth about it to her. Relating this truth is an act of making 
Beloved into memory. In other \\Ords, what was primarily Sethe's 
personal horrific memory is recast in such a way that her private 
suffering stands for a larger communal sorrow brought about by the 
institution of slavery. Sally Keenan says that Beloved is not just one 
story but many. imolving the personal histories of the protagonists, 
which, in telling become representative of the history and culture of 
the tribe, stories that bind the group together but which also have a 
violent potential to destroy those bonds" (Keenan 61-62). 

\Vhat is significant in Keenan's commentary is that Beloved has 
provided a shared memorial experience that binds the entire Afro
American community together through its pO\\ erful allusion to one 
common experience; i.e., to slavery. In other words, Morrison does 
not merely explore "what it was to be a sla\e, but also what it meant 
to live with the psychological continuation of the experience of 
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slavery" (Keenan 61 ). Morrison therefore explores the serious 
repercussions of slavery on the whole Afro-American community. 
Moreover, she points her finger at the \\ hne people "'ho are largely 
responsible for the heinous cnmes committed against the black race. 
Though Morrison does not like being labeled a black writer because 
she says to Jean Strouse in a 1981 in ten: ie\\ that .. ,, e ha\ e to 
acknowledge that the thmg we call'literature' is plurah tic now. just as 
society ought to be able to accept in equal tem1s C\erybody from the 
Hasidim to Walter Lippmann, from the Fastafarians to Ralph Bunch" 
(Ne .... 'Sl .. eek Magazine 54), she writes against the de\astating 
consequences of racism in a multi-cultured society and she attributes 
the Jife of poverty. despondency and violence that characterize the 
black community to colonialism that deepened the sense of injustice 
and oppression that black folk suffered from dunng considerably long 
periods of time. Hence Morrison writes that the "one thmg that I 
wanted to write about ... \\aS the true de\astation of racism on the 
most vulnerable, the most helpless unit in the society --a black female 
and a child. I wanted to write about \\hat It was like to be the subject 
ofrncism" (Dreifus 74). 

Morrison therefore makes it cl.!ar that she \\ants to represent a 
marginalized and un-privtleged group of society that has been 
mistreated and 'ictimized by a purely \\ h1te dominant culture. If her 
intention is to re\eal the devastation of racism on black people. this 
entails that she "ill expose their oppressors to be '1cious. cruel and 
inhuman. In her no\els in general. and in Belo\ed in particular, 
Morrison explores the intrusion of the white ''orld into the lhes of 
black people. Such intrusion disrupts the lives of the Iutter group and 
leads to confrontation \\ith white poY.er in its bloodiest forms. 
Moreo\er, Morrison's no\els become a playground of \iolence meted 
out not against the oppressor of the black people. but surprisingl) 
against the black people themselves. In all of her six no,els, Morrison 
writes of the "unspeakable things unspoken' , a phrase that appears in 
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her essay "Unspeakable Things Unspoken. The Afro-American 
Presence in American Literature" bearing v. itness to the atrocities that 
are the legacy of sla\cry. What she accomphshes m her no\els is that 
she moves the unspeakable and unspoken of the v. ritten black 
language of the slave narrative to a different le\el of representation. 
As the unspoken thoughts of her characters are ghen full expresston, 
Morrison succeeds in her m1ssion to create a form of v. ritten black 
language that speaks for the hidden thoughts of the sla\ e characters. 

While several major studies of 'Black vernacular' by Henry Louis 
Gates, Houston Baker. Barbara Johnson, Mae Henderson and Karla 
Holloway have drawn attention to the impact of folk tradition and 
music upon the style of language used by blacks, it should be made 
clear that Black English - a term that relates to a variet} of English 
'' h1ch emerged in America '' tth the introduction of sla\ery, and 
which is spoken by approximately 80 °o of the Afro-American 
commumt) - is first and foremost a language that resides mainl) in the 
realm of the oral. Av.are of this very basic fact. Morrison creates a 
literary representat10n of,, hat has been spoken orally Within the Afro
American culture. In her works. she has allo\\ed the \VTJtten language 
to sound black, or more pn:cisely, to suggest through its arrangement 
the \\ay she hears it oral1y. What therefore makes her literary v.orks 
important in terms of narrati\ e structure is her focus on and inclusion 
of oml traditions. In fact, Morrison's rhe Bluest ~ addresses the 
question of hov. to tell its stol) m Black F.nghsh using wnting to 
suggest the presence of a dialect used most often orally. As Morrison 
succinctly puts it, ~he v.ants to produce in her no\els the kind of 
language "(speakerly, aural, colloquial)" that relies "for fu11 
comprehension on codes embedded in black culture ... to transfigure 
the complexity and '' ealth of Afro-American culture into a language 
v.orthy of the culture", i.e. the type of language that represents the 
black community and speaks for the psychological core of the slave 
{''Unspeakable Thing~ l nspoken" 23). Thus Morrison's representation 
of the black race imohes her in a meticulous observation of racial 
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differences in modes of expression and more precisely in language 
usage allowing her arrangement of its grammatical and syntactical 
features to sound more oral and confinning Morrison's use of West 
African and Afro-American oral tradition rather than a written 
tradition in her work in response to an Anglo-American tradition that 
privileges the written \VOrd over the spoken one. 

In fact, Henry Louis Gates. Jr. reviews in Figures in Black the way 
African and Afro-American literature in the 181

h, l91
h and early 201

h 

was constructed as a response to Anglo-European and Anglo
American philosophers who argued that Africans and Afro-Americans 
were incapable of writing literature because they were subhuman and 
were naturally considered inferior to whites. However. Afro-American 
writers from the slave narratives to the literature of the Reconstruction 
period to the Harlem Renaissance and up to the Modernism of Ralph 
Ellison to the Black Arts Movement have responded to the idea of 
blackness as a sign of inferiority, exclusion and absence. Morrison's 
role in that regard cannot be overlooked since her inclusion and 
privileging of those oral traditions that were seen as C\ idence of black 
cultural and intellectual backwardness challenge erroneous 
conceptions and baseless assumptions related to the inferiority and 
inarticulateness of the language of the slave in contrast to the 
superiority of the master's tongue and the articulateness of his 
language. A minister like Alexander C'rummel who devoted two 
decades to missionary work in Liberia and who found black imitation 
of white civilization to hold the seeds of pan-African racial 
renaissance espoused such stereotypical conceptions as he dismissed 
African languages as inarticulate, inferior and primitive in both sound 
and sense. In fact, Henry Louis Gates Jr. sheds light on Crummel's 
low opinion of black people and his baseless dismissal of African 
languages as a sign of \Vhite power and authority over the silenced 
other who is excluded and marginalized (Gates "Authority, (White) 
Power, and the (Black) Critic" 72-101 ). However, Morrison resists the 
exclusion of the black race on grounds of the inferiority of its 
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language and its inability to write distinctly and coherently. She shows 
that blacks stand on equal footing with ~hites since they can write 
their slave narratives themselves. While the law forbade them to write 
in the past and they were rarely educated or considered educable or 
even fit for the writing vocation, Morrison allows them through the 
slave narratives to make their voice heard. In fact, Henry Louis Gates 
sho~s hO\\ racist the proponents ofsla\ery ~ere smce they could use 
any pretext, even flawed grammar, to ascertain the inferiority of 
blacks and argue that they were incapable of reasoning, learning and 
writing. By lacking these essential skills that belong to the white race, 
they should therefore remain in their subordinate position as slaves 
(Gates; ed. "Race," Writing, And Difference). 

Moreover, Gates discusses race as part of the discourse of the 
Other and draws attention to the way BelO\ ed IS marginalized as the 
Other on grounds of her gender, race and status. In fact, Beloved's 
experience during the Middle Passage when she is referred to by the 
White ship's crew as the black Other confirms that her blackness is a 
sign of absence, negation and exclusion v.ithin the Anglo-American 
culture as opposed to whiteness \\ hich is a sign of presence and 
inclusion within the same culture that exploits her. When Beloved is 
raped under the darkness of the ship's hull, her humanity is doubly 
negated just as her sexuality is doubly exploited. In fact, the darkness 
nJlO\\S her rapists to call her 'belo\ed', a term of endearment that they 
would not address to her in broad daylight. Thus the ~ord 'beloved' 
comes to mean different things to different people. While some people 
\ icw Belo\ ed as a ghost, others belie\ e her to be the human 
personification of the dead baby ghost as an adult. ·1 hough she is 
initially an invisible force tl1at can mo\c chairs, rattle cabinets and 
frighten dogs and children, she eventuall) manifests herself as a 
ghostly apparition and then us a full-blooded human being. Finally, 

I 

she grO\\S to obese proportions until she explodes under the collective 
gaze of an indignant gathering of children. 
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In the light of the afore-mentioned discussion, Beloved can never 
be fully conceptualized because she is continua11y in a state of change, 
and at each stage of developmen4 people view her differently. 
However, her ability to mean different things and to cause extreme 
reactions in so many people is the source of her strength. Though the 
name Beloved means 'dear to the heart' and 'dearly loved' to Sethe, the 
name comes to signify something quite different for Denver, Paul D 
and the small Afro-American community on whom she exhibits 
influence. For the members of her family and the black community, 
she embodies contradictory meanings. While she means sisterhood 
and friendship on the one hand, she too means fear and disruption, 
danger and destruction, and defeat and dismay. Hence she cannot be 
narrowed down to one specific thing, because according to Bakhtin no 
living word relates to its object in a singular wa): bet\\een the word 
and its object, bet\veen the word and the speaking subject, there exists 
an elastic environment of the other, alien , .. ords about the same object, 
the same theme, and this is an environment that it is often difficult to 
penetrate. It is precisely in the process of lh ing interaction with the 
same environment that the word may be individualized and gi' en 
stylistic shape ( The Dialogic lmagmarion 276). 

Bakhtin goes on to explore the multiplicity and complexity of 
layers of meaning of any given \\Ord, defining heteroglossia as. 1 he 
base condition governing the operation of meaning in any utterance. It 
is that which insures the primacy of context O\Cr text. At any gh en 
time, in any given place, there \\ill be a set of conditions - social, 
historical, meteorological, ph) siological - that \\til insure that a word 
uttered in that place and at that time will ha\e a mcanmg different that 
it would have under any other conditions; all utterances are heteroglot 
in that they are functions of a matrix of forces practically impossible 
to recoup, and therefore impossible to resohe (428). 

In fact, Bakhtin's most significant contribution to the study of 
language that he holds to be unhersally dialogic is that dialogized 
language gra' itates toward reciprocity and communion. Hence any 
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individual utterance is suffused with other voices, gestures and social 
histories. Moreover, he asserts that the word, like the idea or thought 
is n "live evem" and it "is similar to the v.ord, with which it is 
dialogically united. Like the word, the idea wants to be heard, 
understood, and "answered" by other voices from other positions. Like 
the word, the idea is by nature dialogic" (DostoevsJ..y's Poetics 88). 
For the word or the idea to be "heard, understood and "answered'"', it 
has to have an audience who interacts with it. In other words. listening 
and understanding are dependent upon casting one's story for another 
person just as Beloved as a fictional slave narrative seeks a wider 
audience to respond to it. For this reason, the process of anticipating 
the listener's response structures the meaning of the story as it is 
composed. Without the anticipation of this response. the story exists in 
a vacuum and hence it has no meaning. Bakhtin therefore makes the 
essential link between the audience and the anticipation of its response 
that gives meaning and shape to the story itself. Thus he sees response 
as "the activating principle" that creates the ground for understanding, 
it prepares the ground for an active and engaged understanding. 
Understanding comes to fruition only in the response. Understanding 
and response are dialectically merged and mutually condition each 
other; one is impossible without the other ... TI1e speaker strives to get 
a reading on his own word, and on his own conceptual system that 
determines this word, within the alien conceptual system of the 
understanding receiver (The Dialogic Imagination 282). 

As Bakhtin acknowledges this essential interaction between the 
speaker who "constructs h1s own utterance on alien territory" and the 
listener's "appercepthe background" {282), it becomes obvious that 
the former's utterance is only meaningful in the presence of an 
introspective self-conscious audience. Hence Bakhtin asserts that the 
word or the idea comes into being at the "borderline of dialogically 
intersecting consciousness" (Dostoevs/..)''s Poetics 91 ). In fact, this 
view of the inter-subjective experience of language leads Bakhtin to 
conceive of every utterance ns territory shared since it involves the 
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relation bet\\een the self and other person or the audience outside the 
self. Accordingly, language is oriented tO\\ard the other or else it lacks 
purpose, which is primarily to be heard, understood and responded to. 
Howe\er, ns has already been mentioned, Bakhtin makes it clear that 
the meaning of any utterance cannot be divorced from "a set of 
conditions ... that will insure that a word uttered in that place and at 
that time will have a meaning different than it \\Ould have under any 
other conditions" (The Dlalog1c Imagination 428). 

In the light of Bakhtm's analysis of discourse in the novel and the 
ability of language, composed of \\Ords, to have different meanings in 
different situations, one can see the different implications of Belo\ cd. 
seen by the White sh1p's cre\\ as the black Other, i.e., the stereotypical 
vision of the black \\oman as a \\ hore, and not as a human being, and 
who IS therefore a11owed to exist through the prism of racial 
signification determined by the White hegemony that \ ictimiles her 
when the same name means differently to her family and the black 
community. But apart from the different significations of the \\Ord 
Beloved, ''hat should be stressed here is that her journey across the 
Atlantic Ocean offers the chance for the exerc1se and display of White 
pO\\er over the \\eak Other as it also remains the space \\here Western 

'political, economic and racial discourses continue to be articulated. 

However, by recording th1s incident related to BeiO\ ed's 
victimization, Morrison directs a critique at the dominant political and 
cultural hegemony. In fact, her privileging of the Afncan and Afro
American culture aiiO\\S her to direct a critique too at hurocentric 
vie\\S of the world. Moreo\er, it gives her the chance to take racial 
pride in the African oral tradit1on and also Black hnglish that has 
retained much of the native grammar and syntax that has been 
imposed upon the vocabulary of the English language A linguist like 
Sylvia Wa11ace Holten traces the roots of Black English back to 
Africa, rather than to geographical regions of the United States. 
Moreover, she asserts that, "current Black English \\a a direct 
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descendant of African ancestors" and she adds that, "American blacks 
would have a linguistic basis for their sense of racial pride" (Holten 
30). What ties Holten's commentary on distinctive features that 
characterize the language of black people to Morrison's production of 
a language worthy of her culture and also representative of the inner 
thoughts of her slave characters is that both linguist and novelist 
perceive the crucial role played by the ancestor in the preservation of 
cultural identity and in opposition to what Morrison believes to be the 
"frightening" and "threatening" consequences of the "absence of 
ancestor" that leads to an inevitable fragmentation and huge 
destruction of the black race itself ("Rootedness" 343). While one 
could trace countless American words employed in slave narratives to 
African origins such as "Jazz", "rap", "juke", "gumbo" and "banjo" 
(though this investigation remains beyond the scope of this paper), 
Robert Hendrickson maintains that numerous words used in colloquial 
speech such as "tote", "goober" and "massa" can be traced to African 
origin. In fact, Hendrickson says that the word "massa" is a 
mispronunciation of the Eng1ish word "master" or "chier' 
(Hendrickson. American Talk 134)). Going through Morrison's 
Beloved, one could cite numerous examples where double-negatives 
are used as in these sentences: ''Ain't no nigger men" (p. 10); "I 
wouldn't have no nigger men round my wife" (p.ll ); "I ain't nothing 
but in a huny, miss" (p. 83 ); "But I couldn't get here no quicker" (p. 
91 ); ''but don't never tell me what to do. Don't never do that" (p. 76); 
"That don't hurt nobody" (p. 179); "Ain't no lice in my head, ma'am 
(p. 195): "I don't want to know nothing" (p. 234) and "I didn't want to 
be nowhere around her" (p. 234). While the above sentences are 
grammatically incorrect in standard English, Holten maintains that 
they arc grammatically acceptable in African languages (8S). Holten 
further argues that "Black English" cannot be studied in the absence of 
the essential socio-historical experience responsible for its emergence 
( 48). This implies that the language of black pe'ople adjusted itself to 
reflect the Afro-American culture. 
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White the black dialect was once considered a quaint or humomus 
extra detail in certain novels written by white authors \\ho ha\e little 
understanding for the cultural pride of the black race as in Margaret 
Mitchell's Gone with the Wind (1940) and Thomas Dixon's The 
Clansman (1905), Holten argues that "the cultural attitude towards 
blacks changed" over the years and consequently "the literary 
production of black speech also changed" (59). The representation of 
black speech has evolved from being a mode of expression that 
confirms the inferiority of blacks who lack proper education or means 
of articulation of their thoughts as in Mitchell's Gone '' ith the Wind 
and Dixon's The Clansman that represents blacks as animals. mthcr 
than human beings to become the vehicle through which cultural pride 
in African roots and identity are evident in Morrison's novels. In other 
words, one may compare how Mitchell or Dixon uses "Black English" 
to emphasize the linguistic idiosyncrasies of a black character's speech 
for humorous or dehumanizing effects to Morrison's same speech that 
delineates cultural and racial pride. Comparing their opposing 
methods of representation of "Black English" rc\eals their different 
perspectives toward the black race. Mitchell employs the black dialect 
to reinforce racist stereotypes about black folk as stupid and lazy so 
evident in her characterization of Prissy as an example. Dixon on the 
other hand goes further than Mitchell since he re,eals his bias against 
millions of Africans who "inhabit this planet (though) they made no 
contribution to "human progress" whatsoever 11during the past four 
thousand years" (Brown, Davis, Lee, T11e Negro Caravan 885). His 
hatred of the black race is obvious in attributing various animal 
characteristics in his description of their physical appearance. While 
Morrison's novels explore confrontation with white power in its 
bloodies forms where black people are victims of rape, burning and 
lynching, the opposite picture is filtered back to us in Dixon's nove'. 
ln his description of a rape scene, he draws a picture of four bla1 k 
"growling brutes" who attack two innocent \\bite women as they fir d 
them alone in their homes. The assault is portrayed as a brutal act tl.at 
confirms the degradation of black people to a level that puts them on 
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equal footing with the denizens of the jungle. The leader of the gang 
named Gus goes after his prey with "a single leap, black claws (that) 
clutch the soft, white throat" (Bro·wn 323). 

While Dixon does not include African words or syntactical 
structures to prove his seriousness in representing the black dialect, 
his primary intention is to expose blacks as lecherous, bestial and 
uncivilized; a judgment that the reader arrives at from a statement 
such as the folio\\ ing spoken by Gus during the rape scene: "You ties 
up de ole one (woman) while I 's grabs the pretty one'' (Brown 323). 
Moreover, Dixon employs the black dialect to show that blacks are not 
qualified for any position of leadership on account of their ignorance 
and in-competency. This is quite evident in his characterization of 
Aleck, the ne\\ black sheriff who cannot read though he is in charge of 
running the town elections. \Vhen a Northern official asks him 
whether or not he is the sheriff of the county, he responds in the 
following manner: "Na-sah! Oat's er joke! I ain't nuttin' but er plain 
nigger" (Brown 349). By admitting that he is a 'plain nigger', he passes 
the judgment on himself that he is not fit for the position of the sheriff. 
His dialect therefore serves to degrade his social status and rob him of 
the dignity that becomes n man who fills a post of authority such as 
the sheriff. Thus Dixon exploits the black dialect to show that blacks 
accept their subservient position in the social strata. Ironically, they 
have decided for themselves that they are socially inferior to whites. 
Such conception of the self in derogatory terms entail that blacks can 
never be fit for anything but a position of servitude and meekness. 
Unlike Mitchell '' ho employs the black dialect for humorous effects, 
Dixon manipulates it to promote his racist stereotypical views that 
blacks are lower forms of life and also reveal his disdain and utter 
contempt for the African race through his use of images that suggest 
their bestiality and savagery. 

Comparing the rape scene in Dixon's novel with a scene m 
Mitchell's novel where the Yankee are advancing to show their 
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different usage of "Black English", it becomes evident that Mitchell 
uses it to depict Prissy as hysterical, cowardly and naive in contrast 
with white folk who are serene and brave. This antithetical re~onse to 
the approach of the Yankee is obvious in the following extract: 

"DC} 's jightm' at Jonesboro. M1ss Scar/ell! Dey sa) our 
Gempmums ts gmm' beat On Ga1\d, Mtss Scarlett! JVhut'/1 
happen ter Maw a11' Poke? 0/z, Gawd. Mtss Scarleu' JV/mt'/1 
happen ter us ejJe11 de J'ankees gus h) ah? Oh. Gawd" - Sc ar/eu 
clapped a hand o1er the blubbefl mouth, "For God's sake, hush" 
(Muclw/1 3SI). 

While one may look at the above excerpt as one example that 
draws a binary opposition between t\'<O different cultural discourses 
that reinforce the superiority, dominance and ascendancy of the white 
people whose speech is symbolic of their powerful articulation of 
words and their sense of cultural pride that drives them to silence the 
weak 'other' on the one side and the inferiority, subjugation and utter 
weakness of the black people whose speech is symbolic of their 
helpless and lack of resolution on the other, Mitchell depicts blacks as 
scared of the very Yankee soldiers who are struggling for their 
freedom. Instead of showing that they welcome them as harbingers of 
the lantern of liberty that paves the path for them to follow suit, 
Mitchell deliberately chooses not to portray them in this positive light. 
Thus Prissy voices her concern over the ad\cnt of the Yankees: "Ah, 
skeered! De Yankees is comin'! Oh, Miss Scarlett, dey'all kill us all! 
De'll run dey baynits in our stummicks!" (365). While Mitchell depicts 
blacks as humorous objects and their speech as inarticulate and 
amusing, the picture that she draY. s of black people in the above 
extract is that they are contented with their slavery, as they adored the 
southern plantations in which they labored like machines. Moreover, 
they loathed the very force that might wrench them from their 
enslaved conditions; and by so doing she distorts facts and draws the 
curtain over Morrison's "unspeakable thoughts unspoken" ( 199 in 
Beloved). However. the fictional slave narrative in Beloved is the 
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\ehicle through which Morrison creates a voice which is never heard, 
the voice that records the oppression of slavery and the resistance of 
blacks to their condition. The volumes spoken and written by slaves 
related to their deplorable conditions therefore contribute to the 
creation of a new American literature that confirms the heinous crimes 
committed during the era of slavery in the United States and reveals 
the profound suffering of blacks during that period of time. Morrison 
therefore exposes the viciousness, inhumanity and cruelty of the white 
oppressor as she supplies enough C\idence to his discredit throughout 
her fictional slave narrathe. 

One of these e\idences is repeatedly given by Sethe particularly at 
the moment her slave-catcher comes to reclaim her and return her to 
slavery. As she divulges the catastrophic e\ients that have caused her 
to run to Paul D early on in the novel, she tells him that two white 
boys have assaulted her. After bnnging her down on her knees, one 
"took her milk" (i.e., sucked her breast, and then both boys uused 
cowhide on (her)" and they beat her though she was "pregnant" {16-
17) .• 'ot only does the act confirm the violence of the white people 
against the oppressed 'other' across history, but also it directs a 
\ehement attack on the dominant culture, wh1ch is largely responsible 
for the deteriorating and appalling social conditions of the black 
community. Hence Morrison does not merely re\eal the extent of the 
emotional fallout of this unforgi\able atrocity on Sethe who is 
powerless to break away psychologically from slavery, but also her 
long list of atrocities committed by slaveholders against slaves is 
staggering. The following excerpt shO\s.:s the utter desolation and 
complete devastation left behind such unspeakable crimes committed 
by white people against humanity at large in the year 1874 when they 
(i.e .• whitefolks) were still on the loose. Wholo towns wiped clean of 
Negroes; eighty-se\ en lynchings in one year alone in KentucJ...-y; four 
colored schools burned to the ground; grown men whipped like 
children; children whipped like adults; black women raped by the 
crew; property taken, necks broken ( 180). 
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As Stamp Paid ponders over the heinous catalogue of crimes of the 
above nature, he picks up a 'red ribbon' that he comes across the Ohio 
River "knotted around a curl of \\et wooly hair, clinging still to its bit 
of scalp. He untied the ribbon and put it in his pocket, dropped the curl 
in the weeds" (180). Though the ribbon belongs to one dead girl, it 
binds the entire Afro-American community literally and 
metaphorically together. Soon afterwards, Stamp overhears the cries 
coming from "the people of the broken necks" and envisages "fire
cooked blood and black girls who had lost their ribbons" ( 181 ). 
Stamp's reflection on the heart-breaking scene cannot be divorced 
from the collective experience of other black characters in the novel of 
the unforgettable horrors of s1a\ery. Early on in the novel. Paul D. as 
an example, witnessed savage treatment when "they (i.e., 
slaveholders) fastened the iron around his ankles and clamped the 
wrists as well" and then he \\as pushed into a "cage (that) opened into 
three walls and a roof of scrap lumber and red dirt" ( 1 06). However, 
he was not alone in his arduous trip to the brutal prison for "trying to 
kill Brandywine, the man schoolteacher sold him to". ( 106 ). He and 
other forty-six convicts were chained in one long line on their way 
from Kentucky through Virginia and onto Georgia: "On their own, 
they traveled. Nothing could stop them or get their attention. They 
would not hold his penis to urinate or a spoon to scoop lumps of lima 
beans into his mouth" (107). Not only \\ere the convicts starved to 
death, but also they were destined for the worst kind of torture yet to 
come upon arrival to an underground cell that housed them like beasts 
though Paul D found solace m mourning his captivity in song. 

\Vhat therefore ties the scene in which we get a glimpse of Paul 
D's suffering under the yoke of bondage to Stamp Paid's recollection 
of the shocking atrocities committed against the black people is that 
both scenes deepen the feeling of injustice that the history of slavery 
engenders in the Afro-American community that can never forget how 
much it has been oppressed, exploited and mistreated by the white 
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people. Meditating on the above ribbon scene, Stamp cannot ward off 
the disastrous consequences of the appalling experience that millions 
of slaves have been through as he sits down "by a fence" only to 
express his utter shock at the horrific crimes perpetrated by the white 
people who ha\ e lost their basic humanity since their hearts have been 
ossified. Thus he asks in ama:zement: ''What are these people? You 
tell me, Jesus. \\'hat arc they?" (180). Perhaps the answer is given by 
Baby Suggs ''hose grim thoughts at her rattle-hour confirm how black 
people view their opprc sors. t•ntike Mitchell's Prissy who is naive 
and coward enough to loathe the 'ery idea of freedom, Baby Suggs 
attributes all the evil in the world to white people who have victimized 
slaves and robbed them of their essential humanity. In fact, she 
squeezes her entire experience acquired through "her sixty years (as) a 
sla\ e and ten years (as a) free" woman in the following succinct 
\\Ords: "that there was no bad luck in the \\Orld but white-people. 
"They don't knO\\ when to stop"" (104). Baby Suggs's attitude tO\\ard 
\\hite people is echoed by Guitar in Song of Solomon when he says to 
Milkman, "\Vhite people are unnatural. As a race the) are unnatural ... 
Titey know they are unnatural. Their writers and artists have been 
saying it for years. Telling them they are unnatural, telling them they 
are depraved ... The disease they have is in their blood, in the structure 
of their chromosomes.. lbe) killed us first and then tried to get some 
scientific proof about \\h) \\e should die" (156-57 in Song). 

Baby Suggs's concise words, like Guitar's, are replete with 
meaning since they sum up the attitude of the \\hole Afro-American 
community toward their oppressors. In other words, Baby Suggs's 
experience, similar to Beloved's in the Middle Passage is 
representative of a much larger experience of the entire Afro
American community. Like the ribbon that Stamp comes across in the 
Ohio River and which reminds him of the loss and death of thousands 
of young black girls when one would normally think of a ribbon as a 
token of lo\e, affection and care for them, Baby Suggs's condensed 
words bring an entire nation that has suffered tremendously on 
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account of slavery into unity. Like Beloved's experience that speaks 
for the hardship that the sla,es endured during their journey from 
Africa to America, Baby Suggs's farewell speech epitomizes what the 
slaves think of the years of pain and anguish they have been subjected 
to in the south. Her words are therefore a constant reminder to other 
characters like Sethe who comes "to believe e'ery one of Baby 
Suggs's last words" (188) as well as to subsequent generations of the 
horrors of slavery and its inevitable impact on the national psyche just 
as Beloved's return from the dead is a constant reminder to Sethe of 
her guilt and remorse over the recollection of the past. 

While Beloved presses Sethe for a convincing answer to her 
murder, the entire Afro-American community ostracizes Sethe on 
account of her inexplicable cnme. However, Beloved's return allows 
her the chance to tell a story of universal significance. According to 
Fredric Jameson, allegory in the novel depicts personal stories to 
convey the struggle of nation butldmg ("Third-World Literature" 66-
70). Applying Jameson's discussion of the two levels of a11egory: the 
personal and the national to Morrison's Beloved. we may say through 
Sethe's encounter with the past embodied in Beloved, Morrison finds 
the appropriate language that conveys the sla' e narrative and speaks 
for a much wider experience than the merely personal one. While 
kiJiing one's own children is regarded as an act of violence that one 
strongly disappro,es of, Sethe attempts to justify it as an act of 
resistance or opposition to the intrusion of the '' hite people into the 
Jives of blacks. When the slaveholders come to take her and her 
children back into slavery, she dectdes to take "and put (her) babies 
where they'd be safe" since "it's (her) job to know what is and to keep 
them away from what (she) knov. (s) is terrible" {164-5). Killing her 
daughter is therefore her way of saving her from the exploitation. 
degradation and sexual victimization Beloved would have endured 
had her life been spared. As Keenan argues, at that moment, Sethe 
was unable to separate the "personal and the political" (62). Moreover, 
she explains to her dead daughter's ghost that she had no choice but 
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kill her because "if I hadn't killed her she would have died and that is 
something I could not bear to happen to her". So "she had to be safe 
and I put her ''here she would be" (200). By finding n way to relate 
these memories to Belo\ed and through Demer who reaches out to 
the communit) to tell them Sethe's story and bring them to terms with 
past memories about sla\ery, the ''omen of the community unite to 
pra) for Sethe. Together, the} rai e the specter of the Clearing as they 
exorcise the demon of Sethe's memory. The exorcism of Beloved 
frees the present from the burden of the past and establishes a shared 
experience the binds the community together and heals the divisions 
within it. As each woman who comes to rescue Sethe recognizes her 
own ghost in BelO\ed, the first thing that "all thirty (women who) 
arrived at 124 saw "was not Denver sitting on the steps, but 
themselves" (258). In other words, their shared emotions elicit a 
shared memory of the day on which Sethe killed Beloved. 

Though Beloved e\ entuully disappears as a bodily presence, 
merging into the landscape behind 124 Bluestone Road· "Down the 
stream in back of 124 her footpnnts come and go, come and go. They 
are so familiar.... By and by all trace is gone" (275), what remains 
behind is the collect1ve strength of the black community to confront 
the worst of memories produced b) sla,ery. E'oking Beloved is 
therefore the necessary means for the members of the community to 
remember the past from '"h1ch the) have fled since Beloved IS the 
living embodiment of slavery's untold past Hence the black 
community has to confront the unspeakable and unspoken images 
associated with the era of la\ery and th1s is exactly what Morrison 
accomplishes in her no\el where the "unburied" is brought back to 
"living life" (Angelo 120). While the novel begins with Beloved's 
forceful intrusion into the Ji,es of Sethe and Denver, it ends with 
Beloved's departure, but not before her mother is integrated into the 
black community that shunned her nght at the start and also not before 
the entire community, and not just her mother, comes to terms with 
Sethe's memories of the past through her confrontation '' 1th it in the 
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figure of Beloved. Moreover, the house at 124 Bluestone Road begins 
as a "spiteful" thing (3) when it is under a "powerful spell" (4) and 
progresses to the loud spot that Stamp Paid hears from the road, and 
subdues into the quiet home at the end once the demon of Sethe's 
memory is exorcised. While Beloved most clearly connects with 
Sethe's infanticide, she represents Sethe's buried past or more 
generally the entire history of shl\Cl). Her uncontrollable rage and 
longing for re-union tand for the rage and desire of thousands and 
thousands of children who ''ere oppressed in an alien culture and who 
suffered the consequences of their separations from their mothers. As 
Susan Comfort argues, the name BelO\ ed docs not only evoke "the 
dead child. (and) not only those "'ho died in the Middle Passage, but 
also the li\ing-American commumty" (C'omfort 122). Beloved 
therefore does not merely evoke the ancestral generations lost in the 
Diaspora, but as Barbara ( hristian maintams, she "represents the 
sustenance of both the past and the present, and it becomes the future, 
not only for an mdhidual family but also for the group as a \\hole" 
(Christian 369). 

While Morrison \Hites Beloved "in direct response to the atrocities 
of slavery and 1ts aftermath" (Fans. "Schehera1..a.de's Children" I 80), 
her Song of Solomon explores the quest for cultural identity and 
dramatizes the clash bet\\cen '"hite and black people in a \\Orld 
characterized by 'iolence and 5\\ ept by hatred and revenge. Though 
Morrison in BeiO\ cd brings back to life the unspeakable and unspoken 
images associated with the history of sla,ery through Sethe's 
confrontation with Belo\ed, she sheds light on parts of the history of 
the Umted States, particularly the history of the Afro-American 
community, its experience and struggle for justice and recof,rnition 
through the Dead fam1ly narrati,cs. Generally speaking, the history of 
Afro-Americans living in the United States and their encounter with 
white people is tinged '" ith tension and clash that dates back to the 
years of their ensla\ement in the southern plantations. With the 
abolition of slaver) after the Ch il \\'ar ( 1861-1865), the l nited States 
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\\ itnessed the gradual trnnsfonnation from being an agricultural into 
an industrial nation. As the country grew richer due to the disco' cry 
of oil and other natural re ources and minerals, chances for success 
were more fa' arable m the orthern States \\ hile the A fro-American 
community remained at an economic disad\antage in the Southern 
States due to the fact that race played its vital role in excluding a 
certain categol)' of society from the right to equal opportunities to live 
a better life. llus bnef histoncal background is essential for 
understanding the cultural, economic and political milieu to 
Morrison's Song of Solomon. Moreo\ er, it helps us understand how 
Morrison hns created characters who are the product of Western 
capitalism since they fervently believe in the American dream and 
consequently, they vtcw success in financial tenns. 'llle impact of 
white mamstrenm culture and ideology reflects in a character like 
Macon Dead \\ ho adopts the Western value system, embodies 
patriarchal ideals and attempts to maintain tight control over other 
characters through violence and matenalism. Rather than directing his 
frustration and fury at the "hite men \\ ho left h1s O\\ n father's corpse 
''t\\ itching in the dirt ... for fi, e nights on a split-mil fence cradling a 
shotgun" (51), Macon Dead turns to\\ard his famil) and his 0\\11 

people to \Cnt his anger and \\Teck his \engeance. Though he marries 
the wealthiest black \\Oman in town, h1s marriage to Ruth is more like 
a financial imestment that mO\es him one step further up the ladder of 
success rather than a sacred bond that umtes two hearts together. Early 
in the no' el, Ruth prO\ ides her version of e\ ents as she depicts her 
strained marital relattonship \\ nh Macon in the following extract: We 
had a terrible quarrel. He threatened to kill me. I threatened to go to 
the police about what he had done to m) father. We did neither. I 
guess my father's money \\as more Important to him than the 
satisfaction of killing me. And I would have happily died except for 
my babies. But he did move into another room and that's the way 
things stayed until I couldn't stand it anymore. Until I thought I'd 
really die if I had to live that \\ay. With nobody touching me, or even 
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looking as though they'd hke to touch me ... I \\as twenty years old 
when (Macon) stopped sleeping in the bed with me ( 125). 

When the situation became unbearnble, Ruth sought Pilate's (i.e., 
Macon's sister) assistance who "ga'e (her) funny things to do. And 
some greenish-gray grass-lookmg stuff to put in his food" so that 
Macon "came to (her) for four days. He e\en came home from his 
office in the middle of the dny to be '' ith (her)" ( 125 ). However, when 
Macon discovered that she \\aS pregnant, "he immedmtely suspected 
P1late and he told (Ruth) to get rid of the baby" ( 125). It is ironic that 
Macon was thinking of killing lus would be future heir who owes his 
aunt a great debt for his survi,al. Later on, Ruth reminds her son 
Milkman that Pilate "sa,ed (her) hfe). And yours, Macon. She saved 
yours too. She watched ) ou like ) ou \\ere her O\\ n t•ntil your father 
threw her out" (126). 

It is therefore obvious that Macon has ne\er lo' ed his \\if e. In 
fact, he reveals to his son, Milkman, that "I married your mother in 
1917. She was sixteen, hving alone with her father. I can't tell you I 
was in love with her. People didn't require that as much as they do" 
(70). As the years go by, love between them IS reduced to intense 
sensuality and mere physical pleasure when "all of his (i.e .. Macon's) 
foreplay was untymg, uncla5ping. unbuckling the snaps and strings of 
what must ha\e been the most beautiful. the most dehcate. the v. hi test 
and softest undern ear on earth" (16 ). \\hat Mom son therefore shows 
m her novel IS that the "ealth that Macon Dead accumulates all his 
life long and the prominent social pos1t1on that he 1:, after do not fulfill 
the aspirations of man nor do they fill the \Oid "' ithin. fhat void can 
only be filled up with genuine emotions, care and affection for one's 
family, neighbors, tenants and humanity at large But his desire for 
wealth and po'Wer ultimate)) leads to alienation, loneliness and 
frustration. Moreover, 1t makes him more dependent on 'iolent and 
'ic1ous means in protectmg the d1stance that exists bel\\ een him and 
Ruth and also in asserting a degree of po'' er O\ cr the black 
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community that he has to interact with. ln the words of Valerie's 
Smith, 1l1e avid materialism and rugged indh idualism that made 
Macon financially successful have extracted their price from him in 
other ways, however. Macon has come to believe that money, 
property and keys are \\hat is real in the word; his financial success 
has thus cost him his capacity for communication and emotion (Smith 
726). 

In the course of the nO\ el, Macon emerges as a terrifying figure 
\\ ho controls Ruth and prevents her and his daughters from doing 
anything without his prior approval under the illusion that he can 
create a happy family and a healthy atmosphere\\ hen he acts in such a 
domineering manner. His domination over women results from his 
obsession \\ ith pO\\Cr. Thus the omniscient narrator informs us that 
Macon had kept each member of his family awkward with fear. His 
hatred of his wife glittered and sparked in every\\ ord he spoke to her. 
TI1e disappointment he felt in his daughters sifted down on them like 
ash, dulling their buttery complexions and choking the lilt out of what 
should ha\e been girlish voices ... The way he mangled their grace, 
wit, and self-esteem was the single excitement of their days .... and his 
wife, Ruth. began her days stunned into stillness by her husband's 
contempt and ended them wholly animated by it (10-11 ). 

Not only does Macon resort to verbal abuse and brute strength to 
control Ruth and instill fear in her, but also he acts in this brutal and 
unnatural way toward his tenants as well. His rude and violent 
treatment of others stems out of his com iction that he can own them 
just as he can O\\ n property. After all, his soundest advice to his son 
Mill'l11an after he warns him against his sister Pilate whom he 
compares to a snake is that there is "one important thing you'll ever 
need to know: Own things. And let the things, you own own other 
things. l11en you'll own yourself and other people too" (55). 
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Macon therefore looks at other people as mere objects that add to 
the collection of\\ ealth that he values above any other consideration. 
Not only does he reveal a materialistic vision of the world, but also he 
justifies his obsession to own things on grounds that his father v.as 
once owned as a 'slave' back in '1 869' (53). Moreover. he shows no 
compassion whntsoe\er in treating his tenants. What really matters to 
him is the rent money that must be paid in time or else penniless 
tenants like Guitar Bain's grandmother \\ill suffer e\ iction. While he 
thinks that owning houses and possessing wealth give him the security 
and assurance he needs, he realizes as he looks at his own houses from 
a distance that they do not belong to him. In fact, the houses that he 
passes by at night remind him of his own emptiness and loneliness 
though he is confident of their ownership that he verifies as he goes 
through account books during the day. Commenting on the utter 
meaningless of his material life, the omniscient narrator says: 

Scattered here and there, his houses stretched up e)ond h1m like 
squat ghosts uuh hooded e\es He d1dn'tllke to look at/hem m 
thiS fight Dunng the da) thf!) uere reassurmg to see. non the\ 
did no/ seem to belong to h1m at all - m fact he felt as I hough 
the houses uere m league IHth one another to make hm:fccl like 
an ouiSlder. tht property-less, landless 1~anderer (J7) 

1 he feeling of estrangement that Macon experiences confimts his 
excluliion from the rich world that he strives to join and be part of in 
his b.tnd pursuit of affluence at the expense of neglecting familial tics 
and brotherly connections. No matter how hard he labors to be at the 
center of the materialistic world that measures the value of everything 
in terms of financial profit and loss. he will always remain an outsider 
by virtue of his race and his late arrival at the economic arena that has 
been controlled for long by the white man. Commenting on Macon's 
complex psychology and his role in the novel, Anne Adams says: 

Hawng achle\-ed a considerable amount of material rucccss. 
holdmg an out"ardly comfortable m1ddle-class position, Macon 
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mamtams and mcrea er Jus status m e:cplomng the poorer 
blacks ,~Jzo depend upon lum ThH shows lum to be a c/asstc 
cram pie of the opprcsse f adoptmg the means of the oppressor. 
The premlent atmosphere m the house tr one of hatred. 
crtttctrm, and bullung mppmg 111 the bud am stgn of real life 
(Adams 195) 

\Vhile Adams anributes Macon's exploitation of the un-privileged 
category of society to the adoption of "the "hite middle-class model 
and \alue system" and 1ts ob\ ious 1mpact on the Dead family, she 
goes on to say that "black people's beha\ ior is "aberrant" because they 
are responding to oppression by the \\hite world (195). 

In order to understnnd how Macon's "aberrant" behavior is a 
counter-response to the oppression of the \\ hite \\ orld, \\ e should look 
more clo ely at the 1mphcauons of one of the most singular moments 
m Macon's entire life that has had tremendous beanng on changing his 
perception nnd altering his \ 1sion and value system, and that is the 
moment hi father \\US ns assinated. While one would expect such 
tragic incident to stir emot1ons and cause a turmoil deep within to the 
extent that Macon \\Ould instincthely be dra\\ n to his ancestrnl 
heritage that he is obliged to search for to dcme moral strength from 
it rather than be allured b) the corrupt Western monetary system, the 
narrator writes: 

The numbne5r thcu !tad seu/ed on htm "hen he stn1 tht man he 
/m-ed and admtrcd Ia// off the fence, romcthmg "tid ran 
through hmt "hen he watched the bod~ nutchmg 111 the dm 
/Its jatht r had If for fi'-e mglu .. on a rp/11 rat/ fi net cradlmg 
a shotgun and 111 the end dt d pnJt ctmg htr; propem (50 51 J 

What is significant in the excerpt abo\e is that Macon's father was 
killed in protection of his property; i.e., his fnnn known as Lincoln's 
Hem eu, named after Abraham Lincoln. the first president of the 
United State Choosing his name in particular is not without its 
significance since he stands for the ideals that the American 
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constitution ad\ocates. Howe\er, the act of murder committed by the 
white people against Macon's father is a hemous crime that violates, if 
not demolishes, the vel)' foundations upon which the ideals of 
equality. justice, freedom and democracy embodied in the American 
DeclaratiOn of Independence rests. In other words, it goes against the 
very spirit that America preaches and it portends that 'iolence and 
bloodshed are more than likely going to strain the apparent 
harmonious relationship bet\\ een different ethnic groups living in the 
'melting pot' of the United States Through the Dead family narrative, 
Morrison therefore bring& to the surface the hostility, tension and 
conflict that have always brewed beneath a deceptively calm surface 
between the black and '' hite people reflected in the above scene 
where Macon's father \\as ruthlessly murdered. Moreo\er, Macon's 
father's Lincoln Heal en is a name indicative of its edenic nature ''here 
one enjoys the serenity and tranquility of the natural \\Orld teemed 
wath animals that roam freely in the \\ ildemess. rivers that overflow 
with fish and singing birds that fill up the blue sky. 

Such a descriptton that fits Lmcoln's Hea\en bears a striking 
resemblance to Henry David Thoreau's Walden, a landscape that 
offers man the chance to lhe close to nature and appreciate the beauty 
of the wilderness once he disentangles himself from \\ orldly 
preoccupations and worries and retreats to the pastoral '' orld that 
gives him peace of mind and brings him closer to understanding the 
essence of life and the meaning of his exastence through mcdatation 
and reflection. In that farm that symbolizes America as an cdenic 
paradise which has offered the new Adam, i.e., the carl} settlers and 
subsequent immigrants to the United States" ith nc\\ opportunities. an 
open landscape and a spacious '' ildemess through which they 
traversed to explore its unfathomable riches and hidden treasures. 
Macon used to \\Ork along with his father ever since his prime. and 
more specifically "from the time (he) was four or five" (51). In fact. 
such was the African custom that handed do"' n shared responsibilities 
among family members particularly father and son to remind them of 
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their mutual obligations and keep the significance of tradition and 
roots alive in the memory of future generations. Thus Macon relates to 
his son Milkman what life was like then when he and his father 
enjoyed moments of happiness living hke a close family strongly 
linked to its roots and proudly tied to its property; 'the homeplace' of 
Bell Hooks referred to early in the paper that the black people tum to 
for moral and ethical guidance so that they den~e the sense of security 
and assurance that they have a stable center that shelters them in the 
face of the imminent cultural displacement that haunts them and 
threatens their very existence. Thus Macon says to Milkman: 

It uas a lillie ba a place But lf looked btg to me then //mow 
noK it must a been a Jmle bu a place, mal be a hundred and fifty 
acres We ttlled fiftJ About e1ghl) of II Ka 1\ood Must of been 
a fortune m oak and pmc, maJbc that's Kh tth "anted- the 
lumber. the oak and the pme We haJ a pond that "ar four 
acre5 And a stream full of fish Preltlt 1 mountam )OU el"Cr 
~aK. >\1ontour R1dge U e had a four-stall hog pen /1ze bzg bam 
was fort} feet by a hundred and fort}· h1p-roo[ed too And all 
around m the mountams "as deer and wzld turkey >'ou am't 
tasted nothmg 11ll )OU taste wzld turkey th \m) Papa cooked 11 

. And '' e had fnm trees Apple. cherry (51) 

From Macon's recollection of such pleasant memories when his 
father \\as ali\e, one can see that the Dead family enjoyed a 
comfortable and luxurious lifestyle where they ll\ed in seclusion from 
the rest of the \\Orld feeling self-sufficient. Moreover, they blended 
harmoniously \\ith their natural surrounding. What therefore united 
them was the cozy atmosphere created by Macon's affectioqate and 
loving father who cared for them so much that he cooked the most 
delicious turkey for them; a chore that one would assign to women 
"ho remain by the hearth and care for children in the light of the 
Afro-American male hegemony that advocates the idea of the division 
of labor based on different gender roles. But by playing the role of the 
dexterous cook in the house, Macon's father turns upside down the 
\Cry ideology embraced by Afro-American middle class that imitates 
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and accepts the cultural, social and ethical values of the white middle 
class. In fact, by doing so (i.e., by playing the role of the cook in the 
house), he connects himself to an Afro-American tradition that 
Milkman will get to kno\\ about during the course of his search for the 
gold, i.e., Pilate's inheritance, that his father encourages him to go out 
and look for it "for both of us. Please get it, son. Get the gold" ( 172). 
However, eventually his search for the gold becomes his own search 
for his identity and roots. His search therefore allows him the chance 
to know more about his ancestors, particularly about his grandfather 
who had a special skill in plowing the field. Though Milkman's father 
drew a positive image of his father as an energetic, compassionate nnd 
hard-working man who did not mind attending to household chores, 
Milkman discovers \\hat his grandfather is like from the oral reports 
that he hears from the people \\ ho kno\\ him and also know other 
family members. By relying on the oral, rather than "ritten, tradition 
which according to Gay Wilentz is "evident both in language and the 
structure of her no\ el" , Morrison fommlates a discourse \\ ith an 
"afrocentric worldview" (62) rather than a discourse that adopts the 
views of the "selective tradition" that Raymond Williams talks about 
in conjunction '' ith the dominant political hegemonies that Morrison 
opposes. What Milkman eventually finds out from the oral reports 
which relate the Dead family histor)' is that Macon Dead (i.e., his 
grandfather) was the fam1er they wanted to be, the cle\er irrigator. the 
peach-tree grower, the hog slaughterer, the "ild-turkey roaster, the 
man who could piO\\ forty in no time flat and sing hke an angel while 
he did it (235). 

The picture that the men who knew his grandfather draw of him 
bears a striking resemblance to the early picture that Macon draws of 
his father for his son Milkman with the significant difference that 
Macon did not grasp the full meaning behind his father's murder. I tut 
this meaning was clear for Milkman \\ ho discovered his heritage : rtd 
himself when he realized that Macon Dead's death (i.e., his 
grandfather's death) "it seemed to him, was the beginning of their own 
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dying, even though they \\ere bo)S at the time" {235). Milkman 
therefore learns the meaning of his grandfather death that his father 
fails to learn early on in the no\el.· Morrison emphatically expresses 
this idea" hen she sa)s, "When )OU kill the ancestor~ jll yourselr' 
("Rootedne s" 344). It is therefore aromc that Macon JS oblivious to 
the implications of this succinct and }et meaningful statement though 
he tells Milkman early in the no' el that it "took (hi fath.:r) sixteen 
years to get that fam1 to where n "as paying" (53). But because he 
could not read, the \\ hite men "tricked him. He si~,..d something. I 
don't knO\\ what, and they told him they owned th .. property" (53). 
His father was therefore excessh ely cheated and mercilessly 
victimized by the white oppressor who imented ingenious methods to 
rob the old man of his \\ealth. \Vhile one \\Ould expect Macon to tum 
in revenge against his real oppre or, he turns against his O\\n people 
once he succumbs to Western \alues. 

Unfonunatel), as Macon is allured by the Western lifestyle'' here 
money becomes the measuring )ardstick of happiness and success, he 
turns his back to the serene lifestyle that ga\e him though 
momentarily orne pence of mind O\ er its recollections to his son 
Milkman nbo,e. Moreover, the abo\e excerpt describes a gluttonous 
capitalist society so thirsty after \\ealth and prosperity to the extent 
that it devastates the beauty of the natural '' orld and poses a threat to 
the sun hal of nature itself. Though ~1acon does not explicitly tell us 
who 'they' arc, the reference is clearly to capitalist expansions that 
ruined the beauty of the countryside and turned it into a lumber trade 
mrtrket. Now that the value of Lincoln's Heaven is so conspicuous, the 
'' hite people can only gain access to it by getting rid of its rightful 
owner through foul means. The act of killing is therefore the 
indispensable \Chicle through which the property that the Dead family 
cherished so much falls into their hands to exploit it in a way that 
brings them wealth. Murdering Macon's father to get his property 
therefore crystallizes the degree of oppression that the white people 
ha\'e exercised in their dealings with the black community. The act 
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does not merely get rid of an indi' idual but its am pact is felt on the 
entire family. After all, the Dead family loses the sense of connection 
and wann familial ties immediately after the old man is shot off his 
fence. Moreover, shooting hm1 off the fence is a deliberate act that 
thro\\ s him out of his O\\ n personal belongings and denies his right to 
the ownership of has own land somehow \\ hat "" e therefore see 
through the rest of the no\ e) as the ampact of thas miual dispersal of 
the Dead family brought about by Macon's father's death. In other 
words, they (i.e., Macon and Pilate) suffer another Diaspora that 
pushes Macon to assinulatc hamself into the American mainstream 
culture \\hile his sister is adamant m her search for family connections 
and reunion '" ith her heritage. 

The sharp contrast between Macon's and Pilate's perspecti\ es 
mitiated by their antithetical responses to their father's murder 
accounts for their dhergent and opposing lifestyles that they pursue 
from that sigmficant hastoncal moment onwards. \\ hile Macon 
becomes a strong ad\ocate of American capatalism so evident in his 
tharst for gold and pursuit of power on the one hand, Pilate fa,ors a 
simple and pastoral life, very much like the one that Macon describes 
for Milkman when his grandfather owned Lincoln's 1/eG\en. What we 
therefore obsen:e through Macon's and Pilate's opposed lifestyles is 
the continuous tension bet\\een urban hfe that entangles man in a hot 
pursuit of materialistic needs and spurs him to fulfill an instmctive 
desire for the acquisitaon of wealth on the one hand and rural life in 
\\hich he li\es close to nature and cares for the fulfillment of basic 
physical desires subordinated to spiritual needs on the other hand. In 
other \\Ords, through their different lifestyles, the capitalist and 
pastoral ideologies are at war with each other Perhaps the two 
following quotes that assess the characters of Macon and Pilate 
illustrate the stark difference between them. Bonnie Barthold writes· 

For Macon Dead lime lS mone}. and the an " r lo temporal 
disposserrwn rs the duposresnon of orhers he /uera/1) eucts 
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Guuar Bam's penmless grandmother. and tells Milkman to own 
things ... he holds a philosophy equnalent to spintual death. 
"OHmg, bulldmg, acquinng -- that \las Jus life, hts future, his 
present, and all the htstory he knl!"" (Barthold 304) 

In contrast to Macon, Joyce Ann Joyce describes Pilate as follows: 

Unsullied b) rhc urban enuronmcnr tn \\htch she settles to ratse 
her granddaughter, Pilate mamtams a ph> neal and spiritual 
tdenttl} lHth her rural and soU/hem pasr that tsolates her from 
the l'OIIccttve cltaos and msensmwl) of em• life (Jo>ce 187) 

Pilate is therefore the exact opposite of :Macon. While he turns his 
back to the past and adopts a Western lifestyle, Pilate exemplifies her 
strong sense of heritage and great respect for the past. This becomes 
very clear in their different responses to their father's ghost. Unlike 
Macon who does not accept the reality of his father's ghost and tells 
Pilate "that the things we was scared of wasn't real" (41). Pilate 
acknO\\ ledges her father's return and she continues to communicate 
with him to ascertain her connection with the past: "But most 
important, she paid c1ose attention to her mentor - the father who 
appeared before her sometimes and told her things" (150). Even 
during her travels around the country. her father exhorts her to "Sing. 
Sing" and she acts upon his instructions to relieve "her gloom" (147). 
And even at her father's request, she returns to collect the bones "what 
was left of the man she and Macon had murdered" even though she 
did not strike a blow at him (147). HO\\e\er, her mere presence with 
Macon holds her accountable for a past deed. Pilate's communication 
with her ancestors represented by the spirit of her father therefore 
serves to give her ethical guidance denied to Macon by virtue of his 
involvement in a different mode of existence that takes him away 
from his past and tradition. 

It is unfortunate that Macon does not learn the lesson that he 
should have derived from his father's murder. Rather than begin 
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searching for his past or advise Milkman to go on a quest for cultural 
identity, he adopts the Western lifestyle and becomes obsessed with 
the concept of ownership that he \\ants his son to value highly. From 
that moment on, he thinks that he " .. n enter the economic arena and be 
on equal footing \\ ith the \\hate people "ho run the capitalist system. 
In his pursuit of success and wealth, it is indispensable for him to 
adopt the values, outlooks, behavior and attitude of the mainstream 
culture as a way to gain admission and be more acceptable to the 
white dominant hegemonies in •' : United States. But it is ironic that 
Macon is refused admission into the system that he is so eager to 
participate in on ground of his race. Though Macon was familiar with 
the inns and outs of business since he had time to think, to plan, to 
visit the bank men, to read the public notices, auctions. to find out 
what plots were going for taxes. unclaimed heirs' property, where 
roads were being bualt, what supermarkets, schools; and who \\as 
trying to sell what to the go\ emment for the housing projects that 
were going to be built lbe quickie townlets that were springing up 
around war plants. He knew as a Ne1:,rro he wasn't going to get a big 
slice of the pie. But there were properties nobody wanted yet, or little 
edges of property somebod) didn't want Je\\S to ha\e, or Catholics to 
have, or properties nobody kne\\ \\ere of any value yet (63). 

What is inferred from the excerpt abo\ e is that certain categories 
of people are denied equal opportunities because of their religion or 
race no matter how hard they strive to prme their \\Orthiness. Their 
attempt to go up the social ladder to receive recognition, as Homi 
Bhabha argues, is motivated by "an interdictory desire" to be like the 
white man (Location of Culture 89). However, the black man's feeling 
of inadequacy in addition to his psychological imbalance hamper his 
endeavor to mimic the white man. Moreover, they add to his 
frustration and eventually confinn his lack of freedom because his 
desire to break the artificial barriers that make social distinctions 
among people based on their color and gender have been created by 
the white man. Consequently, Macon could never fill up a position 
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that has already been decided to belong to the white man in the free 
market system because the black race has always existed on the 
margins. In fact, Macon knO\\ s that he is excluded from the 
competition becnus "discriminatory identities constructed across 
traditional cultural nonns and classifications" are biased against and 
unfair to the black man who ha no choice but pla) a 'liminal' role in 
the white world atl around him (Bhabha 90) though he plays the role 
of a patriarchal figure in the black'' orld that he controls through sheer 
force and violence. 

In fact. the power that he exerts over his family and other fellow 
blacks is parallel to the po\\er thnt the whites exercise over blacks to 
keep them under subjugation. 1l1is unendmg vicious circle of violence 
between whites and blacks is manifest in acts of reprisal and 
retaliation committed against innocent \-.:hite 'ictims just because the 
oppressors (i.e., other \\ hltc people) are embroiled in acts of violence 
against black people. Guitar \\ho is haunted by the image of his father 
sliced in half by a huge sa\\ at the lumber mill where he worked to 
chop off the lumber that the '' hitc people got from Macon's Lincoln's 
Heaven to add more to their exploitation of the black people. joins the 
Seven Days, a society detem1ined upon applying the law of equality 
upon white people who commit acts of violence upon the black 
people. Thus he explains to Milkman how the Seven Days, ''a society 
... made up of a fe\\ men who are "iII ing to take some risks" ( 154) 
reacts in case it discovers a Negro child, Negro woman, or Negro man 
killed by whites and nothing is done about it by therr law and their 
courts, this society selects a similar victim at random, they execute 
him or her in a similar manner if they can. If a Negro was hanged, 
they hang; if a Negro was burnt. they bum; raped and murdered, they 
rape and murder. If they can (154-55). 

It therefore becomes evident that the unnatural and aberrant 
behavior of the black community comes to counter-balance the 
oppression that many blacks arc subject to by the white people. 
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Morrison's novel therefore delineates the struggles of the black 
community as it tries to smYive in a country run by whites \\here the 
resort to violence comes as a natural response to white oppression. But 
violence does not solve problems or wipes out rancor. On the 
contrary, it creates more violence that e\entually turns against the 
black community itself. This is quite evident in the final scene where 
Milkman and Guitar, \\ ho are supposed to be friends, engage in a 
scuffle over a financial treasure that eludes them resulting in killing 
Milkman's aunt, Pilate. However, before she dies, she asks Milkman 
to "sing a little somethin for (her)" (335). Though we are not certain 
whether Milkman will survive or die after his last leap toward Guitar. 
this piece of information is insignificant becau~e what really matters is 
that by the end of the novel, Milkman has learnt the lesson that his 
father has failed to learn, and that is, his respect for the past and his 
connection to his ancestors represented by his great-grand-father. 
Solomon, who could fly. 

In fact, Pilate's role in bringing Milkman to terms with his past 
heritage is instrumental. What is striking is that she is shot after her 
re'tum to her 'homeplace' in the South in the company of Milkman. 
Just as she has always blended \\ell with the natural environment 
during the course of her tra\els, she experiences feelings of oneness 
with the black community that she has always been part of too. Thus 
the omniscient narrator tells us what her return with Milkman to 
Shalimar signifies: 

Pilate blended mto the populatwn like a st1ck. of butter in a 
churn They (1.e., Milkman attd Pilate) stayed with Omar's 
family. and on the second and last e\'i?twtg. Mtlkman and 
Pilate v.alked up the road to the path that led to Soloman's 
Leap. II was the higher of the two outrropmgs of rock . Pilate 
laid the boner carefully IIllo the small grare Milkman heaped 
dtrt o1•er them and packed 11 dmnt ~uth the back of his sluH"el 
(p. 335). 
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By experiencing brotherly connection with the people of their 
hometown, Milkman learns how to \alue love above social prestige 
and material wealth. In fact, Pilate's death infuses him with a whole 
new desire to love his own people and it reintegrates him into the 
community'" here he belongs. In other words, what he learns from his 
aunt Pilate is the exact opposite of what h1s father has been instilling 
in his mind to own things and think of family business as the most 
important thing in life. Though his father has forbidden him to go 
anywhere near Pilate "hom he compares to a snake, his fear of her is 
motivated by his suspicion that she will influence Milkman in a way 
that he does not "ant, and that is, allo" him to find a different 
meaning of life and discover happiness outside the realm that his 
father thinks at is confined withm its limits. Upon his return to 
Shalimar in the company of Pilate, Milkman discovers happiness that 
lies in strong bonds with his town people and high regard for his 
ancestors' heritage. In fact, Milkman's early experience at Pilate's 
house exposes him to a different envaronment from his father's. It is 
inside Pilate's cozy home that he \ isits once that he dascovers the 
meaning of love and compassion. lbere he was sitting comfortably in 
the notorious wine house; he was surrounded by women who seemed 
to enjoy him and who laughed out loud. And he was in love. No 
wonder his father was afraid of him (47). 

It is therefore obvious that Pilate introduces Milkman to a different 
way of life that stands at a polar opposite to his father's. Moreover, she 
is instrumental in reconciling him to his ancestral past. lbe fact that 
Milkman attends the above sacrament in which Pilate establishes an 
eternal bond with her father and allows her nephew to pay homage to 
his grandfather at his native place of origin is evidence of their 
tremendous re\erence for the past and their strong sense of connection 
with it. Now that ?\1ilkrnan has learnt the meaning of the true search 
for his inheritance, he, in the \\Ords of Valerie ~ith discovers his 
capacity for emotional expansiveness and learns to perceive the 
passage of time as a cyclical process. \Vhen he incorporates both his 
familial and his personal history into his sense of the present, he 
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repairs his feelings of fragmentation and comprehends for the first 
time the coherence of his own life (Smith 727). 

Though Milk."lllan begins his journey in search for the gold, he ends 
up discovering a whole new value in life and learning through oral 
tradition more about family history, including his grandfather's real 
name, Jake, who according to the community historian, Susan Byrd, 
"was one of those flying African children ... one of Solomon's 
children" (321 ). At one particular instance during his journey into the 
woods, Milkman ventures out on a hunt one night with the men of 
Shalimar with "only a low swinging lamp marking his path" (273). 
Milkman goes on until he is too exhausted to move any further. Thus 
he sits by himself Under the moon, on the ground alone, with not 
even the sound of baying dogs to remind him that he was with other 
people .... There was nothing here to help him - not his money, his 
car, his father's reputation, his suit, or his shoes His watch and his two 
hundred dollars would be of no help here. where all a man had was 
what he was born with, or had learned to use (277). 

This is a turning point in Milkman's journey where his early 
obsession with the acquisition of gold has given way to newfound 
revelations, which have far-reaching consequences than mere 
collection of material wealth. Instead of the gold, he finds something 
which is more precious in the genuine respect for his people and their 
past history and in strong affection that ties him to a long-lasting 
tradition. Moreover, Milkman experiences a major shift in 
consciousness when he reaches the deepest and darkest aspects of the 
self so as to gain a better perception of the world and a better 
understanding of his relationship with his past. It is only through 
connecting Milkman to his family, community and Afro-American 
culture and reconciling him v. ith his ancestral past that he can 
discover a whole new value in life thus liberating himself from the 
bondage to his father's way of life and his own narrow-minded 
attitudes that are largely influenced by his father's way of thinking. As 
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Milkman chooses to connect himself to his roots, he comes to favour 
Pilate's v. ay of responding to the violence that has been committed by 
the '' hite oppressors upon her father v. ho v. as k1lled most ruthlessly 
for the precious farm that he owned. Ho\\evcr, she does not counter 
their violence by ass1m1latmg herself into the mainstream culture as 
Milkman's father has done nor does she resort to acts of retaliation that 
the 'Seven Da)s' wrecks on innocent v. hite 'ictims as Guitar has done. 
Only through a peaceful reconc1hation v.ath one's past and genuine 
love and compassion for one's own people can one ha\e a meaningful 
life. this IS exactly the essence of the lesson that Milkman learns from 
his aunt, Pilate. 

To recapitulate. th1s paper ha looked at Morrison's Belo\ed and 
Song of Solomon U!, the) depict the hfe and histol) of the Afro
American commumty and us struggle for sun I\ a land recognition in a 
country ruled b) ''hite people. We ha'e seen ho\\ Morrison has 
rc,ealed the inner world, the secret thoughts and the most intriguing 
memories of certain black individuals "ho have been victimized by 
the institution of sla\CI) or by the capitalist system. Her no\els arc 
therefore political texts "nttcn in response to the dominant cultural 
hegemonies that margmah.te the black people and impose a sort of 
cultural displacement on them. Ho\\e\er, Morrison uses 'magic 
realism' in her no,els to speak on behalf of an un-pnvileged category 
of society and to explore the most polanzmg issues related to race, 
gender and ethnic and religaous differences. In other words, 
Morrison's no,cls addres the vel) issues that the dominant cultural 
hegemonies nrc reticent O\er. She also provides her solution to 
cultural displacement that threatens the existence and sun i' al of the 
Afro-American community through its return to its 'homeplace' as a 
way to resist the dominant racist culture and allow the chance for 
connection with the ancestral past. 1 hough Morrison shows that the 
reco\ery of the past cannot be disentangled from certain painful 
memories related to the history of sla\ ery in Beloved. their 
recollections arc indispensable because only through confrontation 
"ith the past can the unspeakable and unspoken images connected 
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with the atrocltles of slavery be presented. Moreover, Sethe's 
suppression of the past is given vent through her act of narration that 
brings her to terms with it. \Ve have seen how communication with 
the past can be started through storytelling and how Morrison 
authenticates the means through which she gains access to the truth 
through memory to produce a novel that provides a shared memorial 
experience that binds the entire Afro-American community through its 
allusion to one common experience known to all black people. 

Through Sethe's encounter with the past embodied in her daughter 
Beloved, Morrison therefore finds the appropriate language that 
conveys the sla\e narrative and speak for a much wider experience 
than the merely personal one. \\'hat Morrison therefore accomplishes 
in Beloved is bring back to life the past that hurts in order to reconcile 
the Afro-American community with it and endow it with a collective 
strength to face the worst of memories produced by slavery. She 
accomplishes the same thing in Song of Solomon as Pilate reconciles 
Milkman with his ancestral past and teaches him the significance of 
connecting himself to his roots. Though Milkman sets out to search 
for the gold, he ends up finding the real treasure that lies in his 
qewfound revelations, in his altered new value in life and in his 
discovery of the meaning of connection and love among his own 
people. What Morrison therefore demonstrates in both novels is that 
locating the ancestor gives the marginalized groups of society the 
sense of assurance and belonging they need to keep going and oppose 
the dominant racist culture not through resort to violence in response 
to the oppression and violence of the white people committed against 
blacks but through the discovery of one's cultural identity and the 
significance of connecting oneself more closely to one's heritage and 
past. Since we have seen the devastation that ensues from the intrusion 
of the white world into the Jives of the Afro-American community in 
the two novels and also we have been given a detailed picture of the 
violence and bloodshed that results from confrontation with white 
power, one possible alternative left for the black community is to 
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return to its roots and disco~er its identity rather than respond in the 
same way creating more v1olence and engendering more hatred and 
clash. Perhaps the following quote from Morrison's ·Rootedness· 

serves as a good ending to this paper \\here she asserts that happiness 
and meaning in life depends on the presence of the ancestor in 
everyday life. Thus she says: t• whether the novel took place in the city 
or in the country, the presence or absence of that figure determined the 
success or happiness of the character. It was the absence of an 
ancestor that "as frightening, that was threatening, and it caused huge 
destruction and disarray in the \\Ork itself' (343). 
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